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ABSTRACT
For a signed cyclic graph G, we can construct a unique virtual link L by taking
the medial construction and convert 4-valent vertices of the medial graph to crossings
according to the signs. If a virtual link can occur in this way then we say that the virtual
link is graphical. In the article we shall prove that a virtual link L is graphical if and only
if it is checkerboard colorable. On the other hand, we introduce a polynomial F [G] for
signed cyclic graphs, which is defined via a deletion-marking recursion. We shall establish
the relationship between F [G] of a signed cyclic graph G and the bracket polynomial of
one of the virtual link diagrams associated with G. Finally we give a spanning subgraph
expansion for F [G].
Keywords: virtual link; signed cyclic graph; orientable ribbon graphs; graphical; checker-
board colorable; F [G] polynomial; bracket polynomial.
1. Introduction
Virtual knot theory, introduced by Kauffman in [15], is an extension of classical knot
theory. In knot theory, it is well known that signed plane graphs are, by a medial
construction, in one-to-one correspondence with diagrams for classical knots and
links. Here a plane graph means a planar graph G together with an embedding of
this graph in the plane. A cyclic graph consists of an abstract graph G with a cyclic
ordering of the half-edges at each vertex, or, equivalently, it is a cellularly embedding
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of a graph into a closed orientable surface. The theory of cyclic graphs is equivalent
to the theory of graphs on oriented surfaces. Note that here we ignore the way a
cyclic graph is embedded into R3. However, if it is impossible to embed a cyclic
graph in plane, we may immerse it by marking artifacts of the immersion (we assume
the immersion to be generic) by small circles (virtual crossings). Note that there are
a lot of immersions, but we just need to choose one. Without loss of generality, we
consider that the cyclic ordering of each vertex is counterclockwise. A signed graph is
a graph whose edges are labelled with + or -. A signed cyclic graph is a cyclic graph
with edge signs. For a 2-cellularly embedded graph into a closed orientable surface,
we can construct a link diagram on the surface via the medial construction, which
represents a unique virtual link. There are many ways of immersing a signed cyclic
graph into the plane. For each such immersion, we can obtain a virtual link diagram
as shown in Fig. 1. These are called the virtual link diagrams associated with a
signed cyclic graph. They are all equivalent (i.e. representing the same virtual link)
up to generalised Reidemeister moves (See Fig. 3). If a virtual link occurs in this
way then we say that the virtual link is graphical. Conversely, for a checkerboard
colorable link diagram, we adopt a natural method, which is first introduced by
Chmutov and Pak [3], to construct an associated signed ribbon graph in Section 3.
We do not go into detail about ribbon graphs, but refer the interested reader to
[6,4].
Kauffman [18] posed the following problem: does there exist a graphical non-
trivial virtual knot with unit Jones polynomial? In this article we answer the ques-
tion, and this further motivates us to characterize the family of graphical virtual
links. In section 3, we show how to translate the virtualization operation on link
diagrams to an operation on signed cyclic graphs. This gives us access to infinitely
many signed cyclic graphs whose associated virtual link diagrams have trivial Jones
polynomials. A checkerboard colorable virtual link L has a checkerboard colorable
diagram D (see Section 2.3). A signed Tait (cyclic) graph G can be constructed
from the diagram D. In turn, via medial construction, we can obtain a diagram
D′ associated with G, which is equivalent to the diagram D. We shall prove that a
virtual link L is graphical if and only if it is checkerboard colorable in Section 3.
Another motivation for this paper is to extend an analog of the relationship
between signed plane graphs and classical link diagrams to signed cyclic graphs
and virtual link diagrams (see Section 4). On the one hand, the bracket polyno-
mial of a classical link diagram equals the signed Tutte polynomial of its signed
plane graph [16]. On the other hand, for a checkerboard colorable virtual link di-
agram D, Chmutov and Pak [3] construct a corresponding signed ribbon graph Ĝ
from it and discuss the relationship between the bracket polynomial of D and the
signed Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial of Ĝ. Here we construct a polynomial F [G] for
a signed cyclic graph via a deletion-marking recurrence and establish the relation-
ship between F [G] and bracket polynomial of DG which is one of the virtual link
diagrams associated with G by medial construction in Section 4. Finally we give
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a spanning subgraph expansion for F [G]. In fact, F [G] is a specialization of the
signed Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial.
+
+
+
+ + - -
Fig. 1. Associate a signed cyclic graph with a unique virtual link.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Ribbon graphs
A ribbon graph G = (V (G), E(G)) is a surface with boundary, represented as the
union of two sets of discs: a set V (G) of vertices and a set E(G) of edges such that:
(1) the vertices and edges intersect in disjoint line segments;
(2) each such line segment lies on the boundary of precisely one vertex and
precisely one edge; and
(3) every edge contains exactly two such line segments.
See Fig. 2 for an example of ribbon graphs.
It is well-known that ribbon graphs are equivalent to cellularly embedded
graphs. Ribbon graphs arise naturally from small neighborhoods of cellularly em-
bedded graphs. On the other hand, topologically, a ribbon graph is a surface with
boundary. Capping-off the holes results in a band decomposition, which gives rise
to a cellularly embedded graph in the obvious way. A ribbon graph is orientable if it
is orientable when viewed as a punctured surface. Two ribbon graphs are equivalent
if there is a homeomorphism taking one to the other that preserves the vertex-edge
structure. The homeomorphism should be orientation preserving when the ribbon
graphs are orientable. The homeomorphism should be sign-preserving when signed
ribbon graphs are discussed. We consider ribbon graphs up to this equivalence.
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The concept of a (signed) cyclic graph is equivalent to the concept of an ori-
entable (signed) ribbon graph. Two signed cyclic graphs are equivalent if and only if
their corresponding orientable ribbon graphs are equivalent. In this paper, we will
use the two equivalent representations interchangeably, using whichever best facil-
itates the discussion at hand. When the two equivalent representations appear at
the same time, sometimes we letGr denote the signed ribbon graph associated with
the signed cyclic graph G. We refer interested readers to [1,2,5] and its references.
Fig. 2. The cyclic graph G and its associated orientable ribbon graph Gr .
2.2. Virtual link diagrams
A virtual link diagram is a closed 1-manifold generically immersed in R2 such that
each double point is labeled to be (1) a real crossing which is indicated as usual
in classical knot theory or (2) a virtual crossing which is indicated by a small
circle around the double point. The moves for virtual link diagrams illustrated in
Fig. 3 are called generalized Reidemeister moves. The detour move (see Fig. 4) is
a consequence of (B) and (C) in Fig. 3. Two virtual link diagrams are said to be
equivalent if they are related by a finite sequence of generalized Reidemeister moves.
We call the equivalence class of a virtual link diagram a virtual link. We refer the
reader to [15,17] for further details about virtual links.
2.3. Checkerboard colorable virtual links
The notion of a checkerboard coloring of a virtual link diagram was introduced by
Kamada in [12,13]. A virtual link diagram is said to be checkerboard colorable if
there is a coloring of a small neighbourhood of one side of each arc in the diagram
such that near a classical crossing the coloring alternates, and near a virtual crossing
the colorings go through independent of the crossing strand and its coloring. A
virtual link is said to be checkerboard colorable if it has a checkerboard colorable
diagram. Two examples are given in Fig. 5.
Note that every checkerboard colorable virtual link diagram has two kinds of
checkerboard colorings and not every virtual link diagram is checkerboard colorable.
Checkerboard colorability of a virtual link diagram is not necessarily preserved by
generalized Reidemeister moves. There are five ways to detect checkerboard col-
orability discussed in [10]. But there are still some virtual knots whose checkerboard
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colorability has not been detected. For example, it is, at this writing, unknown
whether the Kishino virtual knot (4.55 in [8]) [10,17] is checkerboard colorable.
RI
RII
RIII
A
B
C
VRI
VRII
VRIII
mixed RIII
Fig. 3. Generalized Reidemeister Moves.
Fig. 4. Detour Move.
Fig. 5. The left virtual link diagram is checkerboard colorable, the right is not checkerboard
colorable.
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3. Graphical virtual links
3.1. Examples
Given a crossing i in a link diagram, we define the virtualization v(i) of the crossing
by the local replacement indicated in Fig. 6, i.e., the original crossing is replaced by
a crossing that is flanked by two virtual crossings. It is known that the virtualized
trefoil (see Fig. 1) is non-trivial and non-classical virtual diagram with unit Jones
polynomial [15]. We found that the virtualized trefoil is graphical as shown in Fig.
1, giving a positive answer to Kauffman’s problem. On the other hand, we shall
explain its graphicality since changing an edge (i.e. take the partial dual of an edge
in [6]) of a signed cyclic graph G corresponds to virtualizing a real crossing of link
diagram DG associated with G as illustrated in Fig. 7. The construction can be
generalized to any classical knot diagram by selecting a subset of crossings whose
switchings unknot the diagram. By virtualizing these crossings while leaving the
rest of the diagram just as before, we can obtain a graphical virtual knot diagram
with unit Jones polynomial which is non-trivial and non-classical [9]. We refer the
reader to examine [9,15,17,7] for the details of this construction.
Fig. 6. Virtualize a real crossing.
3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition of graphicality
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a signed cyclic graph and let DG be a virtual link diagram
associated with G. Then DG is checkerboard colorable.
Proof. For each real crossing of DG, at the positive (resp. negative) edge of G, we
shall take B−smoothing (resp. A−smoothing), then DG becomes a set of |V (G)|
disjoint closed curves. We shade the closed curves using a collection of shaded annuli
as shown in Fig. 8 (1) and (2). Then the shading will induce a checkerboard coloring
of DG, completing the proof.
Remark 3.2. In the above proof, using similar method, we take the A−smoothing
(resp. B−smoothing) for each real crossing of DG at the positive (resp. negative)
edge of G. Then DG becomes a set of |bc(G)| disjoint closed curves, which cor-
respond to the boundary components of G. We shade the closed curves using a
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G
G
D
'G
D
+
+
Fig. 7. Change an edge of G and virtualize a real crossing of DG.
crossing
B-smoothing
A-smoothing
(1) (2) (3)
Fig. 8. Checkerboard colorings of virtual link diagrams associated with cyclic graphs.
collection of shaded annuli as shown in Fig. 8 (1) and (3). Then the shading will
induce another checkerboard coloring of DG.
Let D be a checkerboard colorable virtual link diagram and C be a checkerboard
coloring of D. Topologically, a coloring is represented by a connection of annuli.
Each annulus has two boundary circles, an exterior circle which goes along the link
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except small arcs near real crossings where it jumps from one strand to another one,
and an interior circle. On the one hand, in order to construct a ribbon graph from
a checkerboard colorable virtual link diagram we replace every crossing by a signed
edge-ribbon connecting the corresponding arcs of the exterior circles as shown in
Fig. 9. The signed ribbon graph GD is obtained by gluing discs along the interior
circles of the annuli of the coloring. The approach is first introduced by Chmutov
and Pak in [3]. An example is given in Fig. 10.
interior circle
exterior circle
Fig. 9. The real crossings of D corresponds to the edge-ribbons of ribbon graph.
Fig. 10. An example of constructing GD from checkerboard coloring of D.
Let U be the corresponding 4-valent cyclic graph of D after regarding each real
crossing of D as a 4-valent vertex. Let Ur be the signed ribbon graph associated
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with the signed cyclic graph U . Note that classical crossings correspond to disks
with attached bands and virtual crossings becomes non-touching bands as shown
in Fig. 11. The ribbon graph Ur obtained has boundary curves. Each boundary
curve is capped with a disk.
Note that for another checkerboard coloring of D, we can similarly obtain a
signed ribbon graphG∗D, which is the geometric dual of GD. Then D, GD and G
∗
D
are both embedded into the closed surface formed by capping off the holes of Ur.
See Fig. 11.
G
D G
D
D
D
Fig. 11. Real crossings of D are embedded in Ur . Virtual crossings of D become bands in Ur.
GD is also embedded into the closed surface obtained from Ur by capping off holes with disks.
Lemma 3.3. Let D be a checkerboard colorable virtual link diagram, GD and G
∗
D
be the corresponding signed ribbon graphs D. Then they are orientable.
Proof. This is because Ur is orientable.
Theorem 3.4. Let L be a virtual link, then L is graphical if and only if it is
checkerboard colorable.
Proof. The necessity of Theorem 3.4 follows from Lemma 3.1. Now we prove the
sufficiency. Let D be a checkerboard colorable link diagram of L, and GD be one
of the corresponding signed ribbon graphs of D. Let G be the core graph of GD.
It is sufficient to explain that we can obtain virtual link diagram D from G via
medial construction. Let U be the underlying 4-valent cyclic graph of D and let
F = Ur be the signed ribbon graph associated with the signed cyclic graph U .
Then D can be viewed as a link diagram on F and a link in F × I, and G can be
embedded in F . Then D can be transformed into the diagram D′ constructed from
G via the medial construction on F by isotopies of F as shown in Fig. 12. Note
that P = (GD, D
′) is an abstract link diagram [11] which can be immersed into the
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plane and accordingly G is also immersed into the plane. Then L is graphical from
G.
cap-off the holes of
ribbon graph
rU
or switch the crossing
place the
ribbon graph
on the plane
G
D
D
D'
Fig. 12. (1) In the left figure, the bold line represents D which is embedded into ribbon graph
Ur , the shaded annulus represents a checkerboard coloring of D, from where GD are constructed.
(2) GD and deformation of D to D
′. (3) In the right figure, we immerse P into the plane.
Remark 3.5. We call GD and G
∗
D (or GD and G
∗
D) the signed Tait graphs of a
checkerboard colorable virtual link diagram D. Moveover, in [6], a set of ribbon
graphs are constructed from D, which are partial dual to each other and includes
the two signed Tait graphs above.
Corollary 3.6. Let L be a checkerboard colorable virtual link, D be a checkerboard
colorable diagram of L and GD be one of the signed Tait graphs of D. Then L is
graphical from GD.
4. A polynomial for signed cyclic graphs
For a virtual link diagram D, the bracket polynomial 〈D〉 = 〈D〉(A,B, d) [15,17]
can be defined recursively by using the following three relations:
A B
K d
1
+=
=
=
K
Here it is understood that the three small diagrams are parts of otherwise identical
larger diagrams and © denotes a diagram with no real crossings.
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There also is a state-space expansion for bracket polynomial as follows.
Definition 4.1. The bracket polynomial of a virtual link diagram D is a polyno-
mial in three variables A,B, d defined by the formula
〈D〉(A,B, d) =
∑
σ∈S (D)
Aα(σ)Bβ(σ)d|σ|−1,
where α(σ) and β(σ) are the numbers of A-smoothings and B-smoothings (see Fig.
8) in a state σ, respectively, S (D) denotes the set of states of D, |σ| is the number
of closed curves in σ.
In particular, it’s well-known that if B = A−1, d = −(A2 + A−2), then 〈D〉
is invariant under the Reidemeister moves of type II and type III and generalized
Reidemeister moves. The bracket polynomial is normalized to an invariant fK(A)
of all the moves by the formula fK(A) = (−A
3)−w(D)〈D〉 where w(D) is the writhe
of the oriented diagram D. The writhe is the sum of the orientation signs (±1) of
the crossings of the diagram. Here the sign is the oriented sign shown in Fig. 13.
The Jones polynomial of an oriented virtual link K, VK(t) is given in terms of this
model by the formula:
VK(t) = fK(t
− 1
4 ).
We refer interested readers to [15,17].
Fig. 13. The oriented signs of a link diagram.
For a real crossing , there are two ways to resolve a real crossing, that
is, and (the edge is marked with a red skew line as Definition
4.2). Hence we can define a polynomial for a signed cyclic graph, which has closely
relationship with bracket polynomial for a virtual link diagram.
A spanning subgraphH of a cyclic graphG is a subgraph consisting of all vertices
of G and a subset of the edges of G which respects the cyclic order of G. When
every edge of H is a marked edge, we call H a marked spanning subgraph of G.
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Specially, H can be a empty graph which only has vertices but no edges. Let bc(H)
be the number of boundary components for ribbon graph Hr.
Definition 4.2. Let G be a signed cyclic graph, then the defining formulas for
F [G] are:
(1)For any e ∈ E(G), let G(e) be the graph obtained from G by keeping e and
marking e with a red skew line as a special edge, then
F [G] = B · F [G− e] +A · F [G(e)] if sign(e)>0,
F [G] = A · F [G− e] +B · F [G(e)] if sign(e)<0.
(2) If H is a marked spanning subgraph of G, then F [H ] = dbc(H)−1.
ABF FF
BAF FF
-
+
F H d
bc(H)-1
, H is a marked spanning subgraph of G.
Example 4.1: Calculate F [G] for a signed cyclic graph .
AB
2ABB
B 2A Bd
2
A
2
2
F FF
FF A
2
( )A,-A ,-A -A-1 2 -2F =-A -A2 -2
Proposition 4.3. Let G be a signed cyclic graph. Let DG be one of the virtual link
diagrams associated with G via the medial construction. Then
F [G](A,B, d) = 〈DG〉(A,B, d).
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the medial construction. The formulas
for the bracket polynomial directly translates to the recursion formulas (1)(2) for
F [G].
Based on the above Proposition 4.3, we explain that F [G] is well-defined.
Let S (G) denote the set of spanning subgraphs of G. Let e±(S) denotes the
number of positive or negative edges in S. Denote G− S the spanning subgraph of
G with exactly those edges of G that do not belong to S.
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Similar to bracket polynomial, for F [G] we can obtain a spanning subgraph
expansion:
F [G](A,B, d) =
∑
S∈S (G)
Ae+(S)+e−(G−S)Be−(S)+e+(G−S)dbc(S)−1 (4.1)
where the sum is over all (marked) spanning subgraph S of G.
Proposition 4.4. Let D be a checkerboard colorable virtual link diagram and GD
be a signed Tait graph of D. Then
〈D〉(A,B, d) = F [GD](A,B, d).
Proof. It follows from the proof process of Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 4.3.
Corollary 4.5. Let L be an oriented graphical virtual link. Let D be a graphical
diagram of L. Let GD be a signed Tait graph of D. Then
VL(t) = (−t
− 3
4 )−w(D)F [GD](t
− 1
4 , t
1
4 ,−t−
1
2 − t
1
2 ).
Remark 4.6. We can show that F [G] is the specialization of signed Bolloba´s-
Riordan polynomial since there is a relationship between bracket polynomial of
virtual link diagram D with signed Bolloba´s-Riordan polynomial of its signed Tait
graph Gr in [3,4]. We leave the proof to the readers.
Remark 4.7. It is obvious that for a signed planar cyclic graph G, F [G](A,B, d) is
equal to signed Tutte polynomialQ[G](A,B, d) sinceQ[G](A,B, d) = 〈GD〉(A,B, d)
in [16]. This Tutte polynomial for signed abstract graphs is invariant under graph-
theoretic analogs of the second and third Reidemeister moves (see [14]). Thus it
is an invariant of abstract graphs for these moves. This suggests other directions
of investigation that we shall take up in another paper. We generalize the Tutte
polynomial for signed graphs to a polynomial F [G] for signed cyclic graphs in this
paper.
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